
Delius (1862-1934) -  Late Swallows

The young Delius had practical experience of the string quartet medium through playing second 
violin in his father’s amateur group at their home in Bradford, Yorkshire. He made several 
attempts to compose one of his own during his emerging years, though he only finally found his 
form in 1916 in a three-movement work that was performed that year. Subsequently he added a 
scherzo, and the work as we know it today was played for the first time by the London String 
Quartet (led by Albert Sammons, for whom Delius composed his Violin Concerto) in London on 1 
February 1919.  Late Swallows is the title Delius gave to the Quartet’s slow movement, a         
beautiful autumnal soliloquy in sound arising partly from     memories of an early period he spent 
on a Florida plantation and partly from thoughts of the swallows darting to and fro from the 
eaves of his house at Grez-sur-Loing in rural France: ‘When we were away from home’, his wife 
always said, ‘Delius missed the swallows most’. Both aspects are vividly conjured in the 
movement’s central section, where mesmeric swaying instrumental lines form a backcloth to a 
slave melody from his opera Koanga as it passes from instrument to instrument. After this, the 
more forthright music of the opening section is heard again.  

The Barbirolli Quartet plays this movement in eponymous tribute to the conductor Sir John 
Barbirolli (1899-1970) who was not only a greatly admired interpreter of Delius’s music but, as 
cellist in the Kutcher Quartet in the 1920s, himself played in early performances of Delius’s 
Quartet. Barbirolli never lost his affection for it, and in Delius’s centenary year arranged for the 
Late Swallows movement from it to be transcribed for string orchestra: in that format he both 
recorded it and conducted it widely. (Lyndon Jenkins)

Purcell (1659-1695)- Chacony in G minor
(arr. Britten)

Purcell’s Chacony was composed in the late 17th Century and is thought to have been                        
orchestrated for viols.   The title, Chacony, is a variant on the French ‘chaccone’ and comprises a 
set of variations over a constantly repeating ground bass. Most such pieces remain in the same 
key throughout, but Purcell’s example is unusual in that it transitions into new key areas      
producing beautiful effects.

The year 1945 celebrated the 250th Anniversary of Purcell’s death which had a profound effect 
on musical life in Great Britain and Benjamin Britten in particular.  Britten was greatly influenced 
by Purcell, and in this arrangement of the Chacony the eight bar theme and eighteen 
subsequent variations retain the same pitches, but Britten added dynamics, some rhythmic 
variation and performance indications.  Initially arranged in 1948, Britten revised the work in 
1963 for a performance he conducted at the Proms in celebration of his 50th birthday.              
(Katie Stillman) 

Britten (1913-1976) - String Quartet No.2 in C, Op.36  

Benjamin Britten showed musical talent at an early age, beginning to compose at the age of 5. 
He studied with Frank Bridge and later with John Ireland at the Royal College of Music but he was 
also very much influenced by the works of Berg, Shostakovich, Copland as well as Balinese 
music. Britten was highly regarded during his lifetime as a conductor and pianist as well as a 
composer, most of his works were both published and recorded as they were written.   

The String Quartet No.2 was written in 1945, just after Britten had achieved international 
acclaim for the opera Peter Grimes. The work was commissioned by his friend and patron, Mary 
Behrend, to commemorate the 250th anniversary of the death of Purcell. It was one of three 
works he wrote for this occasion, the other two being the Holy Sonnets of John Donne and the 
Young Persons Guide to the Orchestra. Although these two compostitions were more favourably 
received by the public, Britten was very excited by the quartet, writing ‘to my mind it is the 
greatest advance that I have yet made, and altho’ it is far from perfect, it has given me                    
encouragement to continue along new lines..’ 

6 3

As well as being full of musical invention, Britten’s second quartet is a deeply moving work, 
influenced greatly by the second world war. Britten had moved to America in 1939 but returned 
to England in 1942 when he registered as a conscientious objector. In July 1945 he met with the 
violinist Yehudi Menuhin who was about to travel to Germany to perform to survivors of the Nazi 
concentration camps. Menuhin wrote that Britten was ‘casting about for some commitment to 
the human condition whose terrible depths had been so newly revealed’. Menuhin had arranged 
to perform with Gerald Moore but Moore agreed to step aside so that Britten could accompany 
the violinist instead.  

The quartet is a powerful reflection of Britten’s reaction to this experience-it contains moments 
of violence, darkness and anger but is also full of beauty and hope. In the first movement, Britten 
has adapted the classical Sonata form. The work opens with a rising tenth figure and three 
melodies which provide the thematic material for the movement. These are explored and 
developed, the movement culminating with all three themes played  simultaneously. The second 
movement is a scherzo for muted strings, a virtuosic tarantella. The use of mutes throughout 
gives the feeling that something is being suppressed and the trio section of the movement has a 
melody reminiscent of Jewish Klezmer music.  The third movement is the heart of the work. This 
is inspired by Purcell’s Chacony in G minor. The theme is stated at the opening, followed by 21 
variations which are punctuated by cadenzas on the cello, viola and 1st violin. Britten explores 
first harmony, then rhythm and finally counterpoint before returning to the home key of C, 
finishing with a series of triumphant chords.  The quartet was premiered  in Wigmore Hall by the 
Zorian Quartet on the 21st November 1945, exactly 250 years after Purcell’s death. (Ella Brinch)  
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Arthur Bliss, String Quartet No.2 
1.   I Allegro con spirito (9.32)
2.   II Sostenuto (5.19)
3.   III Vivo e con brio (6.01)
4.   IV Larghetto - Allegro (10.39)

Frederick Delius
5.   Late Swallows (9.28)

Henry Purcell
6.   Chacony (6.44)

Benjamin Britten, String Quartet No.2 in C
7.   I Allegro calmo, senza rigore (8.31)
8.   II Vivace (3.37)
9.   III Chacony: Sostenuto (18.06)

Total playing time 77.58 
Recorded 21, 22, 27 April 2011 at Nimbus Concert Hall 
Wyastone Leys, Monmouth UK


